We present a study of the influence of the probe composition on the formation of constant height Photon Scanning Tunneling Microscope (PSTM) images when observing a dielectric sample. Dramatic effects due to the metallization of the tip are presented and discussed in details. We show how the recorded images can look quite different when the probe is dielectric or coated with gold.
I. INTRODUCTION
In optical near-field devices 1 , the local detection of the optical signal relies on the use of nanometer-sized probes. These probes are generally sharpened optical fibers which are employed in two basic configurations. In the generic Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscope (SNOM) configuration, the probe acts as a local source of evanescent optical fields, while in the generic Photon Scanning Tunneling Microscope (PSTM) setup 2 , the probe behaves as a local detector of light. In order to achieve a narrower localization of the incident light on the sample surface, SNOM tips are usually coated with a thin metal layer. For this purpose, Al is the most widely used metal, although very few works have been devoted to the influence of various tip compositions when observing a given reference sample using a SNOM setup 3 .
By analogy, it was believed that a proper metal coating of the tips would also improve the resolution of the PSTM configuration. However, the first PSTM attempts using Al coated tips have shown a limited improvement due to the concommitent degradation of the signal to noise ratio related to the very low transmission through such a coating. In order to reduce this noise, fully gold coated tips (with no resulting apertures at the apex) were recently experimented 4 . Surprisingly, it turned then out that these probes recorded isointensity images with an inverted contrast relatively to the contrast obtained with (uncoated) dielectric tips. These results have clearly indicated that the detected signal may reveal different physical phenomena according to the probes composition. Calculations of magnetic or electric field maps, at constant height above a well-defined sample 4-6 have allowed to interpret these different kinds of contrasts. While the dielectric tip always collects a signal proportional to the square modulus of the electric near-field, the images recorded at the incident wavelength λ = 633 nm, for a well-defined gold thickness on the probe, display the same patterns than the theoretical maps of the square modulus of the magnetic field associated with the optical near-field. However, the first experiments suggesting a possible detection of the magnetic field 4,5 raised several important questions to which we intend to answer in the present work.
In this paper, we precise the conditions for the occurence of this phenomenon by pro-ceeding to a systematic study of a well-defined dielectric sample in various experimental configurations. In sections IV and V, we discuss a series of PSTM images we have obtained with different probe tips (uncoated or fully coated), at two different incident wavelengths and for both transverse magnetic and transverse electric incident polarizations. Our analysis confirms the possibility to detect, in well-defined conditions, the optical magnetic near-field with gold coated tips. Moreover, the results also provide new indications about the effective height of detection in PSTM experiments.
A licit hypothesis, already mentionned in reference 4, suggests that the magnetic field detection could be justified by the existence of plasmon eigenmodes in the fully coated tip, at the red laser frequency (λ = 633 nm) used in the first experiments. More precisely, it was assumed that these plasmons could be able to radiate a net optical energy proportionally to the optical magnetic field scattered or confined by the sample structures. Since the excitation of a plasmon depends strongly on geometrical features, we have examined two geometries which could possibly account for this particular detection process. First, we may assume that the red laser frequency excites a small gold particle at the apex of the tip.
Alternatively, the gold coating around the dielectric core has a circular symmetry, which may sustain a particular collective motion of the electron gas of the metal. It would then give rise to a circular symmetry plasmon, an expression that we shorten by "ring plasmon". We have discarded the first hypothesis because the red laser frequency is not a surface plasmon eigenfrequency of a spherical gold particle having the dimensions of the apex of the tip 7, 8 .
To check the second geometry, we have modeled this apex by a thin dielectric cylinder coated with gold and calculated the dispersion relation of plasmons associated to such a geometry. Section VI demonstrates that the red laser frequency is indeed a plasmon eigenfrequency of this tip model for radii and optical properties corresponding to those of the tips used in the experiments. A first experimental test of this hypothesis appears in Sec.
VII A where we present images recorded with "semi-coated" probes which are obtained by depositing an assymetric metallic layer around the dielectric core. Indeed, if the detection of the magnetic field is related to the circular symmetry of the collective excitation around 4 the core, it should not occur if the symmetry conditions are broken. We effectively observed that semi-coated probes behave like (uncoated) dielectric ones.
As a second experimental check to support the model of coated cylinder, we have repeated the detection of the optical magnetic field at another wavelength (λ = 543 nm) on the basis of the ring plasmon resonance conditions in the probe coating. From the dispersion relation of the coated cylinder model, we have adjusted the gold coating thickness in order to excite a ring plasmon at λ = 543 nm. At this wavelength and with the preset value of the gold coating on the tip, we obtained the same contrast than a calculated map of the square modulus of the magnetic field again (section VII B). For very precise experimental parameters, we thus succeeded in reproducing the phenomenon of magnetic field detection from the hypothesis of the existence of a ring plasmon sustained by the gold coating. Moreover, the detection of the optical magnetic field with gold coated tips was surprisingly found to be equally efficient as the detection of the optical electric field with bare dielectric tips provided that the conditions of plasmon excitation are satisfied.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We use a D3000 scanning force microscope (Digital Instruments) in which the AFM cantilever is replaced by a sharpened optical fiber when it is used in the PSTM configuration.
This fiber tip is brought piezoelectrically close to the sample surface and behaves like a local probe. The sample is illuminated in total internal reflection and most of the intensity collected by the fiber corresponds to the evanescent part of the light scattered by its surface.
Different lasers have been used to observe the influence of the wavelength of the incident light on the recorded images : a red laser (wavelength λ = 633 nm) and a green laser (λ = 543 nm). A polarizer is placed between the laser and the prism on which the sample lies.
An AFM image of a typical dielectric sample we have studied appears on fig. 1 . Seven glass pads deposited on a glass substrate are the result of a microfabrication process based on electron beam lithography. Their lateral size is about 130 nm and their height is about 5 every 20 µm along horizontal lines on the sample surface. This has allowed us to scan on different patterns and explains the differences (defects, incomplete patterns,...) which can be observed on the various experimental images reported in this paper. Indeed, in the case of a tip-crash, we had to change the zone scanned by the probe. The glass substrate has the same index of refraction as the prism on which it lies.
The images have been recorded in constant height mode (512 x 512 pixels), which is possible by tuning the gain of the electronic feedback. The gray scale of the experimental images presented in this paper thus corresponds to the variations of the detected intensity in a plane parallel to the sample surface (no auxiliary force feedback). The amplification of the signal upon using the green laser had to be increased because it was less powerful than the red one. Therefore, the images recorded at λ = 543 nm were somewhat noisy. We have filtered this noise by the Savitzky-Golay algorithm which allows to smooth the data with a minimal broadening 9 . For each series of images, the tip is approached as close as possible to the sample, until the contact occurs. By "series", we mean that we have used the same tip, the same incident wavelength and the same polarization of the laser. A series is thus the sequence of images recorded at different setpoints of the near-field microscope, where each successive setpoint brings the tip apex at a smaller constant height above the sample surface.
Since, as shown in previous works 4, 11 , the optical response is not necessarily bright above a pad, we need to know the localization of the pads relatively to the observed optical response. In order to avoid artefacts related to any kind of auxiliary force feedback 10 , the only reliable way to localize a pad is to note where the tip touches first the surface in the near-field image. Indeed, the tip will fatally crash into one of the pads as one reduces the constant height of scan above the surface. Most of the images we present here have been recorded presumably a few nanometers above the pads, at the last setpoint which allowed scanning without crashing into one pad. Any arrow reported in the image of this paper indicates where the tip crashed when scanning at the next smaller height. This procedure 6 relies on a tip production facility delivering at high rate well reproducible tip designs. The probes we used for this work are multimodes fibers which are sharpened by pulling. Such probes are not so sharp as those used in references 4 and 11 which were obtained by chemical etching, but they are more reproducible. After the pulling, the fiber can be placed in a calibrated evaporator where it is fully coated (no resulting aperture at the apex) with gold while turning around its axis. The deposition process has a 1 nm accuracy determined by a device relying on the use of a quartz weighing apparatus.
III. THE GREEN'S DYADIC METHOD AS AN INTERPRETATION TOOL
The contrast observed in the images can be interpreted thanks to numerical simulations.
Indeed, previous PSTM works 11, 12 have established that dielectric tips detect the electric field associated with the optical wave close to the sample surface because the observed contrasts correspond to the square modulus of the electric field distribution, as given by the solution of Maxwell equations which does not include the tip. In order to understand the contrasts of the experimental constant-height images, we keep following the principle of finding the relation between the experimental images and the solution of Maxwell equations, as computed in the absence of the tip. For the sake of our demonstration, we just need reliable theoretical constant height maps of the electric and magnetic near-fields distributions which can be considered like the images due to a point-like detector. For this purpose, we used a numerical solver which computes the electromagnetic near-field distribution in a plane parallel to the sample surface, when it is illuminated in total internal reflection by polarized light. It is based on the Green's dyadic method [13] [14] [15] , which is proven to be an efficient computation technique for the typical parameters of near-field optics. The input geometry of the computations was given by an AFM data file recorded previously on the sample ( fig. 1 ). These data are discretized by cubic cells of 30 nm ×30 nm ×30 nm . The illumination conditions are chosen as follows : θ = 60 o (angle of incidence in the prism) and fig. 2 ). In the experiment, the angle θ is fixed but the angle ψ is 7 not so well controlled since it depends on the initial orientation of the sample on the prism.
It may also be modified by a misalignement of the patterns on the substrate. In all the calculations, the detected intensity is calculated in a plane which is located at a constant height z ref above the sample surface, without accounting for the tip. It is then normalized to the calculated intensity at the same height when there is no pad on the surface of the glass substrate.
According to the state of polarization of the incident light and to the composition of the tip, the contrasts of the images change dramatically. The short-range parts of the propagators of the electric 22,14 and magnetic 6 fields can be used to understand the origin of the PSTM contrast at the immediate proximity of the dielectric pads. Let us assume that a given pad is discretized by a single cell located at
Within the first Born approximation and with the harmonic time dependence, the total field
where
is the electric field incident under the condition of total internal reflection and
is the perturbation expressing the fact that the pad on the surface creates a dielectric function contrast. The constant α having the dimension of a volume, one can approximate the short-range propagator 14 of the electric field S ↔ 0 (r → − r → ′ ) ias follows:
Therefore, the scattered field Table I gives the components of
) and the contrasts which are expected to be observed on an experimental PSTM image. For example, when the incident field is TE polarized, the scattered electric field has a negative sign. In the near-field zone, a dark contrast is then associated to the total electric field which is less intense than the incident field. For a TM polarized field, the magnitude of
resulting bright near-field contrast is mainly due to the z component of the scattered electric field which turns out to be positive and is enhanced by a factor two.
A similar approach may be followed when reasoning on the basis of the magnetic part of the incident optical wave
. In this case, we use once again the first Born approximation.
The total magnetic field
is then given by:
is the short-range propagator of the magnetic field 6 . The constant β having the dimension of an area, the short-range approximation leads to:
The components of the scattered magnetic field images. However, we stress the fact that all short and long range terms of the propagators are fully taken into account in all numerical calculations given in the following sections.
IV. DIELECTRIC TIPS
To obtain reference images for later comparisons, we have first experimented uncoated dielectric tips. For TE incident polarization, the Green's dyadic method predicts a negative two important points must be underlined. First, these dark contrasts are similar to those already observed by using chemically etched tips scanning the surface in the isointensity mode 11 . Second, in this work, using pulled tips and working in the constant height mode leads to a significant broadening of the near-field patterns. In particular, the confined peaks close to the pads, reported in reference 11, can not be observed anymore.
In order to interpret the experimental images of figs. 3a and 3c, two electric field maps nm. Since the etched tips used in 11 are sharper than the pulled ones, it thus seems that the mean detection plane is lower for etched tips than for pulled tips. The absence of confined peaks when using pulled tips may be understood by the fact that, not only the short-range part, but also the other terms of the electric field propagator start to be significant in the calculations when the height of detection z ref increases to over 150 nm above the sample, involving this slight modification of the near-field contrast 14, 16 .
For the TM incident polarization, the differences with the images presented in 11 are limited to a more important broadening when using pulled tips. In this polarization, the tip has touched the bright lobes when it was scanning very close to the surface. It means that the optical responses right over the pads are positive for both wavelengths ( fig. 3b, 3d ), as expected from table I, and as confirmed by the calculated electric field map ( fig. 4b ). is assumed to be perfectly flat. In a realistic experiment, there may be many others small structures on the sample surface (protrusions, dusts, ...). The multiple scattering of the incident surface wave by these structures can also attenuate the interferences of surface waves. We can thus conclude that the near-field feature which can be reliably compared to theoretical maps is the intensity contrast right above the pads.
V. GOLD COATED TIPS
Using tips coated with 20 nm of gold provides PSTM images which are sensitive to the incident wavelength. To analyze this singular behavior, two different wavelengths have been considered:
(i) As shown in fig. 5a and 5b, when working with a green incident light (λ = 543 nm)
we have not observed significant changes relatively to the electric field pattern | → E| 2 which is detected with a pure dielectric tip. The dependence of the contrast right above the pads on the incident polarization confirms that the detected signal is of electric nature.
(ii) When illuminating the sample with the second wavelength λ = 633 nm, we observed a dramatic evolution of the images for both incident polarizations ( fig. 6a and fig. 7a ). For example, in the TE mode, the pads appears now with a bright contrast and the TM images reveal them with a very neat and dark contrast. In this last case, the dark signal right above the pads are surrounded by two bright lobes located perpendicularly to the direction of propagation of the incident surface wave. The localization of the pads was checked with the tip crash test explained above. Specifically, for TM incident polarization, the tip touched the sample between the two lobes. Thus, for this wavelength λ = 633 nm, the images do not fit in with the optical electric intensity anymore. Indeed, these images do not agree with the simulations presented on fig. 4 , where the detected intensity was supposed to be
In order to explain this constrast reversal phenomena, we can make use of the data 
VI. MODELLING GOLD COATED TIPS A. Mixed susceptibility
As already mentionned in the introduction, the most probable hypothesis able to account for the detection of optical magnetic field intensity relies on the excitation of plasmons resonances in the tip at the wavelength operated in the experiment. Indeed, these plasmons could lead to the excitation of a magnetic moment entering the mixed susceptibility tensor ↔ Υ tip of the tip. In fact, this mixed susceptibility is a dyadic function which describes how the tip responds linearly to the magnetic near-field according to:
where µ
is the fluctuating electric moment of the plasmon. Moreover,
resonances for eigenfrequencies of the system, as well-known in the context of molecular physics 17 . In the present situation, such resonant mixed susceptibility inside the detector could explain our results. To get more insight into this complex phenomenon, we will schematize the detector with two different model geometries.
B. Small gold sphere
In this case, it is well-know from standard textbooks (see for example reference 8) that the magnetic moment of a small spherical particle is proportional to the factor
where ǫ(ω) is the dielectric function of gold, and ω = 2πc/λ is the angular frequency of light in vacuum. The factor ∆(ω) displays a resonance when ǫ(ω) = −1.5. In the case of gold spheres in vacuum, this resonance occurs around the wavelength λ = 465 nm (8) .
The proximity of the glass substrate is well-known to induce a red-shift of this resonance wavelength. In order to provide an excess value of this effect, we suppose that the gold sphere is fully embedded in glass in which case it is easy to find that the resonance is redshifted towards the wavelength λ = 502 nm. We may thus conclude, that in spite of this overestimated red-shift, the shifted resonance wavelength of a spherical particle remains very far from the incident wavelength λ = 633 nm for which the magnetic field detection effect has been observed. Consequently, the model of a resonating particle at the apex of the fully coated tip must be discarded.
C. Gold coated glass cylinder
We then assumed a second model based on the approximation of the tip by a gold decaying for growing radial distance ρ and oscillatory as a function of z and φ. We found 14 the dispersion relation of the surface eigenmodes of a gold coated dielectric cylinder to be:
In For the actual dimensions of the tips (a ≈ 100 nm and d ≈ 20 nm), we can conclude from the dispersion curves that, at λ = 633 nm, a plasmon excitation associated to the ring geometry can be sustained by the gold coating. We postulate that the mixed polarizability 11 ). At λ = 633 nm, for the TM incident polarization, the contrast is the same with both orientations ( fig. 12) . Moreover, the images look like if they were recorded with a purely dielectric tip. They reveal the same contrast than the figure 3b with a signal proportional to
These results support our hypothesis: the circular symmetry of the gold coating being broken, the semi-coated probes do not collect a magnetic signal anymore. This definitely discards the excitation of a single gold particle as the possible cause of the detection of the optical magnetic field. Incidentally, we can notice that the broadening of the bright spots is reduced with these tips ( fig. 12 ), relatively to the use of dielectric tips ( fig. 3b) The gold coated glass cylinder model of the tip turns out to be sufficient to define the conditions leading to the detection of the optical magnetic field with another design of the PSTM probe. The hypothesis of the excitation of a ring plasmon is thus relevant to account for the process of detecting optical magnetic fields. Furthermore, we can state that a magnetic signal is collected by the tip only for very accurate parameters. Indeed, we have finally fabricated a coated tip by evaporating 35 nm of gold. It means that the gold layer around the tip was 5 nm thicker than on the tip used to record fig. 13 . For TM incident polarization and at λ = 543 nm again, the pads have appeared in bright contrast ( fig. 14) , in the same way than with a dielectric tip ( fig. 1a) . The conditions of resonance have thus been broken by the addition of only a few nanometers of gold.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The experiments presented in this paper confirm that the composition of a PSTM probe may influence dramatically the nature of the detected signals. Specifically, for well-defined wavelengths and precise coating thicknesses, gold coated glass tips allow signals proportional to the optical magnetic field intensity to be detected in the near-field zone.
A theoretical analysis based on an elementary model of coated cylindrical glass tip indicates the possible excitation of ring plasmons in the metal layer surrounding the dielectric core. In each situation where the detection of the optical magnetic field occurs, these circular symmetry plasmon modes are active.
As proven by the utilization of "semi-coated" tips, the circular symmetry of the gold coating appears to be fundamental for observing the phenomenon. The experimental evidence thus suggests that plasmons associated to a ring geometry might set up significant dynamical magnetic field detection processes that can mask the more common electric field detection mechanisms. Through the above mentioned resonant phenomena, ring plasmons could radiate energy proportionally to the incident optical magnetic field intensity, thereby explaining the observations reported in this paper. This work thus calls for a deeper theoretical analysis of the properties of plasmons in nanoscopic rings. ) as a function of the polarization of the incident field
(j = x, y, z) are the unit vectors in Cartesian coordinates such that e → z is perpendicular to the sample surface. 
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